COURSE
DESCRIPTIONS
SUR 242: Land Descriptions & Cadastre (3)

TA 143: Acting 3 (3)

TA 242:Advanced Acting-Clowning (3)

Real property descriptions and land record systems. Emphasis
on interpreting and writing land descriptions, research in l
and records and multi-purpose cadastre. Registration-Enforced
Prerequisite: SUR 161 with a grade of C or better. 3 lecture
hrs/wk. S

Acting 3 continues the beginning acting series with
further development of an actor’s resources of using the
body, mind, and voice to create dramatic characterization
by exploring the Stanislavski method. With a focus on the
inner life of a character and the technique involved to
replicate a performance time an again, this course polishes
the process for a characterization and bridges into more
complex scene work with multiple scene partners. The
actor continues to develop a critical voice by reviewing
productions. Required for theatre major transfers and
open to non-majors. Registration-Enforced Prerequisite:
TA 142. 3 lecture hrs/wk. S

Advanced Acting-Clowning explores the art of
performance through physical expression. Actors find
their inner comedian through clown exercises, makeup
use, and skits. By developing their sense of play through
improvisation, situational comedy, and spontaneity,
students will emerge with a strong sense of playfulness
and confidence. Open to non-majors. 3 lecture hrs/wk. W

SUR 280: Cooperative Work Experience:
Surveying (1-13)
Qualified students work at training sites that provide
experience appropriate to their major. These experiences will
provide the opportunity for students to gain knowledge of
the various tasks performed in their career field. A student
may take any number of CWE credits per term, not to exceed
13 credits per year, except for students taking Occupational
Skils Training (OST), which has a limit of 24 credits per year.
Registration-Enforced Prerequisite: Instructor approval. 1 credit
= 33 hours of lab. F, W, S, Su

TA – THEATRE ARTS
See page 25 for program information

TA 141: Acting 1 (3)

TA 211: Introduction to Set Design (3)
An introduction to the principles and practices of scenic
design. With an emphasis on conceptual ideas, students
conduct research for shows in various historical periods
and develop the techniques involved to make perspective
drawings, renderings, and model buildings. Students
prepare set designs that effectively communicate their
artistic concepts and practical applications. 2 lecture, 3 lab
hrs/wk. S

Acting 1 focuses on developing an actor’s repertoire of
warming up the body, mind, and voice and providing the
actor with the tools to analyze a script, audition for a role,
rehearse and then present a personalized performance. By
articulating the actor’s critical voice through production
reviews and exploring the actor’s own connection to
characters, the inexperienced student emerges from Acting
1 with the confidence and basic skills needed to audition for
and take part in a show. 3 lecture hrs/wk. F

TA 213: Introduction to Lighting Design (3)

TA 142: Acting 2 (3)

TA 241: Advanced Acting-Classics (3)

Acting 2 continues the beginning acting series with further
development of an actor’s repertoire of using the body, mind,
and voice to create dramatic characterization. Text structure
and dialogue analysis are cultivated in the actor to assist
characterization rooted in the given circumstances of the
story within a variety of theatre styles. Emotional connection
to circumstances and subtext explorations bring the actor to
more truthful performances. The actor continues to develop
a critical voice by reviewing productions. Required for theatre
major transfers and open to non-majors. Registration-Enforced
Prerequisite: TA 141. 3 lecture hrs/wk. W
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An introduction to the principles and practices of lighting
design. With an emphasis on conceptual ideas, students
conduct research for shows in various historical periods
and develop the techniques involved with basic stage
lighting. Students learn about lighting instruments,
how color affects the audience and players, and how to
effectively communicate their designs. 2 lecture, 3 lab hrs/
wk. W (offered every other year)
Advanced Acting-Classics explores acting in classical
styles, from ancient Greek works to Moliere and
Shakespeare. Textual analysis and research of the time
periods develoip connections to the material that cultivate
a truthful performance with complex psychology and
appropriate physically. The actor continues to develop
a critical voice to reviewing productions. Open to nonmajors.Registration-Enforced Prerequisites: TA 141, 142,
and 143. 3 lecture hrs/wk. F

TA 243: Advanced Acting-Community
Based Drama (3)
Advanced Acting-Community Based Drama cultivates
actors who are active in their communities by exploring
issues that need public awareness. By interviewing
people in the area who relate to a chosen topic for the
term, actors develop their own performance pieces
through a process that involves writing, interpreting,
exploring text, and crafting a presentation for the public.
Students learn about American theatre companies who
specialize in this type of theatre. Open to non-majors.
3 lecture hrs/wk. S

TA 253: Performance (2)
Rehearsal and performance in a UCC theatre production.
Students engage in a staged theatrical process, from
auditions to rehearsing to performing the show. Students
gain insight on professional standards in theatre, as
well as the expectations from the current performance
industry. Students must audition at the beginning of
the quarter to be approved for this course. Prerequisite:
Instructor approval. 6 lab hrs/wk. F, W, S

TA 256: Musical Theatre Workshop (3)
A studio course introducing the techniques used in
contemporary American musical theatre to tell a story
with a song. Students work on songs from the standard
musical theatre repertoire and engage in workshops that
focus on communicating the story, character motivation,
finding intention in the music, and freeing the sound
from the body with relaxation. Open to non-majors;
previous singing experience not required. 3 lecture hrs/
wk. W
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TA 257: Musical Theatre Dance (3)

TA 273: Stage Combat (3)

A theatre course introducing the techniques and basic moves
used in musical theatre dance. Students work on songs from
standard musical theatre repertoire, learning signature dance
moves from musical theatre choreographers. Students engage
in workshops that focus on communicating a story physically,
character motivation as an individual and within a group
dance, finding intention in the music, flexibility and toning of
the body, and presence on stage. 3 lecture hrs/wk. W

A studio course introducing the techniques used in
stage combat. Various exercises in hand-to-hand combat
and weapon use are covered with details in safety and
performance style. 3 lecture hrs/wk. W

TA 261: Introduction to Costume Design (3)
An introduction to the principles and practices of costume
design. With an emphasis on conceptual ideas, students
conduct research for shows in various historical periods
and develop the techniques involved to make perspective
drawings, renderings, and costume plots. Students prepare
costume designs that effectively communicate their artistic
concepts and practical applications. 2 lecture/3 lab hrs/wk. F

TA 265: Production (1-2)
Participate as a technical or production team member for
a UCC theatre production. Students explore appropriate
positions such as stage manager, production assistant, lighting
crew, costume or set construction, stage crew, or design
assistants. Positions are selected by the Director of Theatre;
students must submit interest before the end of Week 1
of each quarter. Required for all Theatre Arts majors, to be
repeated up to three times for transfer credits. 3-6 lab hrs/wk.
F, W, S

TA 271: Introduction to Theatre (4)
An examination of theatre arts, how it has evolved, and its value
to communities. The course explores theatre’s evolution with
society and the effects it has in contemporary settings. From
script to performance, the course dissects the many elements of
theatre artistry, process and production. 4 lecture hrs/wk. F

TA 272: Movement (3)
A studio course introducing physical expression and
storytelling with the body. Actors develop physical dexterity,
strength and control while exploring various techniques
used in contemporary theatre. Studies include styles from
Laban, Grokowski, Decrous, and Loui. Actors work through
presentations of movement pieces that culminate in a
performance at the end of the term. Required for students
taking Stage Combat in Winter. 3 lecture hrs/wk. F
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TA 280: Cooperative Work Experience:
Theatre (1-13)
Qualified students work at training sites that provide
experience appropriate to their major. These experiences will
provide the opportunity for students to gain knowledge of
various tasks performed in their career field. A student may
take any number of CWE credits per term, not to exceed 13
credits per year. Prerequisite: Instructor approval. 1 credit =
33 hours of lab. F, W, S, Su

TTEN – AUTOMOTIVE T-TEN
TTEN 100: Intro to Toyota (5)
Introduction to Toyota is required for all students entering
UCC T-TEN program. Students will be accepted into the
program based on successful completion of UCC’s T-TEN
application process. User name and passwords will be issued
needed for automotive classes. Shop and environmental safety
course will be assigned to be completed before students are
able to work in the auto shop lab. The policies and procedures
needed for the student’s dealer internships will be covered.
Instructor approval required. 11 lecture, 22 lab hrs/wk. (3-week
course) F

TTEN 150: Suspension and Alignment - Toyota (5)
A study of automotive suspension and steering systems
including diagnosis and repair. Fundamentals of front and
rear suspension, steering geometry, diagnosing suspension
and steering problems, and overhaul techniques are covered
in this course. Rebuilding and repair of the different types of
front and rear suspensions including strut types are practiced.
This course provides a detailed study of wheel balancing
including radial force variation, Computer controls for steering
and suspension systems including inputs, logic, and actuators,
and four wheel alignment. Wheel alignment factors and
procedures, Steering and Handling concerns and diagnostics
are also covered in detail. Instructor approval required. 11.5
lecture, 23 lab hrs/wk. (3-week course) F

TTEN 151: Internal Combustion Engines –
Toyota (6)
The operating principles and function of each of the major
parts of the reciprocating piston internal combustion
engine are presented and discussed. Service, overhaul,
and troubleshooting techniques as they relate to each
component are also covered. Diagnosis and service of
engine cooling and lubrication systems are covered.
Diagnostic procedures for engine concerns are practiced.
Instructor approval required. 11 lecture, 22 lab hrs/wk.
(4-week course) S

TTEN 155: Automotive Brakes - Toyota (6)
A course designed to teach students the principles of
automotive brakes. Basic concepts and terminology,
fundamental principles, diagnosis and overhaul
techniques are an integral part of this course. Special
emphasis is placed on the study, diagnosis and repair
of braking systems found on late model vehicles. The
student should acquire knowledge of brake systems and
trouble-shooting procedures for disc and drum brakes.
Students will be taught to properly use industry standard
equipment to service disk and drum brake components
and systems to manufacture standards. Diagnosis and
service of computer controlled systems integrated into
the automotive brake system will be studied. Instructor
approval required. 13 lecture, 27 lab hrs/wk. (3-week
course) S

TTEN 168: Automotive Electricity I - Toyota (6)
This is the first of two courses focusing on electrical
and electronic systems for T-TEN students. Electrical
theory, circuits, and devices such as batteries, starters,
alternators and test meters will be covered. All concepts
discussed in the classroom will be reinforced in lab. The
integration of applied mathematics, chemistry, physics,
and other scientific concepts is a large portion of this
course. Practical skills established include: component
identification, wiring techniques, test equipment usage,
safety practices, and appropriate work habits. Instructor
approval required. 11 lecture, 22 lab hrs/wk. (4-week
course) F

